Guideline for camera license installation of C-MOR Video Surveillance

This guideline describes the installation of the C-MOR Video Surveillance camera licenses. Camera licenses can be ordered by the C-MOR web.

C-MOR installs always as a C-MOR3, with 3 IP cameras. Activating more cameras requires the installation of a camera license code. This code is usually sent by email from C-MOR.

The following information is required for activating more cameras in C-MOR; the username and password, as well as the license key self. Usually you get an email with this information. This looks like for example

Username:  your_personal_login
Password:  123abc456
License:   1234abcde67899fghij

Log in to C-MOR for the camera license upgrade via web. For example use http://192.168.1.2 if you use the default IP address of C-MOR. Log in as user “admin” with the password “admin”. Click on “System Administration” menu on top.
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Scroll down to the menu “License Upgrade”:

- System Restart
- System Shutdown
- Software Update
- License Upgrade

With this function you can activate up to 15 cameras on this C-MOR!

The number of activated camera licenses is shown on top. Enter your license information data which you received from C-MOR by email:

```
License Upgrade

3 cams licensed
Please be careful using this program: it rewrites the license files without any warning! Make sure C-MOR has free access to the Internet! Activate the C-MOR proxy if necessary.

Username: customer_name
Password: ********
License Key: 1234abcde6789fghij
```

http://www.c-mor.com, C-MOR License Installation V4.12 and newer
After applying the correct information the C-MOR web shows directly how many licenses have been activated:

6 cams licensed.
Finished. 6 cameras were activated. Reboot C-MOR now and enjoy using the added camera(s)!

System Restart

Reboot C-MOR now by pressing the button “System Restart”.

A warning message pops up.

Do you really want to reboot C-MOR now?

OK Abbrechen

Click “ok” to restart C-MOR. After the reboot the just granted licenses are activated. After the reboot C-MOR shows all added cameras:
The camera update is done!